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Welcome to the Big Kat Youth Wrestling Team!  

The sport of wrestling has many benefits, including the people you and your child will meet. The 

camaraderie among wrestlers is unique, and many wrestlers become lifelong friends. One of the greatest 

benefits your athlete will gain from participating in an organized wrestling program is the life skills they will 

develop. These skills include time management, self-discipline and sportsmanship. Your athlete will reap 

the benefits of wrestling long after their competitive participation ends. This handbook has been prepared 

to help you and your athlete succeed in this program. Supporting him/her in wrestling can be a very 

rewarding experience. The more involved you are, the greater the benefits will be. You may soon find 

yourself cheering at competitions, timing during our tournaments or stepping into the large number of 

parent volunteer roles we need filled. Whatever your role, your athlete’s experience has much to do with 

your positive support. Please ask questions of your coaches, board members and fellow parents. We are all 

working towards the same goal: to provide him/her with the best possible experience in this sport. 

  



Big Kat Wrestling Mission Statement:  

Our mantra is “The Big Kat standard: elite attitude and effort.” We train harder!  

The following is our Big Kat Wrestling Creed: 

We are consistent.  

We are mentally tough. 

We are coachable. 

We train harder, no matter who is watching.  

We finish what we start.  

We are faithful and loyal. 

A Big Kat Wrestler is one who everywhere sets the standard, displaying elite consistency, elite mental 

toughness, elite coachability, elite work ethic, elite resilience, and elite faithfulness. He raises the bar 

wherever he steps. 

The following quote from the book Musashi, about the master swordsman by that name, sums it up: 

“I wouldn’t call Musashi ordinary. But he is. That’s what is extraordinary about him. He’s not content 

with relying upon whatever natural gifts he may have. Knowing he’s ordinary, he’s always trying to 

improve himself. No one appreciates the agonizing effort he’s had to make. Now that his years of 

training have yielded such spectacular results, everybody’s talking about his ‘God-given talent.’ That’s 

how men who don’t try very hard comfort themselves.” 

As a result of our attitude and effort, those who see us will look at the results, shake their heads, and 

ask, “how do they do it?” 

In other words, habit—through attitude and effort—is paramount. Talent makes a difference, but it is 

not under our control.  Attitude and effort is—and hard work (attitude and effort) beats talent when 

talent doesn’t work hard. 

Wrestling is one of the greatest crucibles through which to learn successful life habits.  Through the 

participation in wrestling, athletes learn solid work habits which prepare them for the challenges of life. 

They learn how to adjust to success and failure, pressure and stress, how to overcome and persevere, 

how to deal with discomfort, and how to work hard…and they have a lot of fun along the way! Their 

progression from the learning and application of new techniques in guided programs of practice and 

competition provide the cognitive, physical and emotional training that helps to develop the courage, 

resilience, and positive attitude they will need as an adult. 

Our vision is that both winning and character are important and inseparable, and both require hard 

work, more work than most think they must put in. Being good is having fun. Being skilled brings 

meaning to the task. Being good and skilled takes a prolonged and consistent effort, and requires 

resilience to overcome the many challenges along the way. In addition, when it comes to winning and 

character, there is an order of priority: if a wrestler and his/her adult support system focus on the pillars 

outlined above, the winning will take care of itself, and everyone involved—the wrestler and adults— 

should see benefits off the mat in terms of greater maturity, responsibility, and a better outlook on life.
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Why Wrestling? 

To put it simply, because wrestling is the toughest sport, and wrestlers are the toughest athletes. 

Wrestling instills the ability to overcome, to be resilient, to keep going. These things are sorely needed 

in school, in relationships, in employment, as sons/daughters, husbands/wives, and as fathers/mothers. 

It is: 

 Exciting 

 Fun 

 Competing against athletes your own size 

 1 on 1 combat 

 A place to belong 

 Challenging 

 The chance to excel, stand out, and accomplish something  
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Practice and Competition Schedule: 

For beginner athletes, practices are Mondays and Wednesdays from 5:30-7:30pm and Saturdays from 

10:30am-12:30pm.  All practices at the CVHS wrestling facility unless otherwise noted. 

For advanced athletes, practices are Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 5:30-7:30pm. 

Tue/Thurs practices at at the CVHS Wrestling facility. Wednesday practices are at other locations TBA. 

Wed practice times also might vary from time to time slightly.  

There will be practices for select holiday breaks. Stay tuned to email and SMS texting for up to date 

practice info (more on how to sign up for both lists later).  For competitions, go to our website: 

www.bigkatwrestling.com and click on “competition information.”  USA and SCWAY wrestling usually 

publish the tournament schedule in late October/early November, and the schedule will be posted on 

our website as soon as the governing bodies publish it on theirs. 

 

Required Paperwork: 

 Signed waiver, available on our website, www.bigkatwrestling.com (in the “Session information” 

tab) 

 Emergency Info 

 Have correct contact info on file: email, phone number, address, birthdate, insurance info, etc. 

  

http://www.bigkatwrestling.com/
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Big Kat Wrestling Booster Club  

The BKWC Wrestling Booster Club Executive Board oversees the administrative functions of the team 

and supports the coaches in facilitating programs that maintain the team philosophy. The board consists 

of a minimum of four parent members and the head coach. Members are elected for one year terms 

annually. If you are interested in joining the board next year, please contact the president.  

Executive Board Job Responsibilities  

Each board member is assigned a specific area of responsibility. The following are the board positions 

and their general areas of responsibility:  

President  

The president is primarily responsible for:  

 Conducting meetings 

 Calling special meetings  

 Facilitating appointing committees  

 Delegating authority & responsibility  

 Coordinating holding elections  

Vice President  

The Vice President is primarily responsible for:  

 Conducting of meetings in absence of president and help in all areas of president’s 

responsibilities.  

Treasurer  

The Treasurer is primarily responsible for:  

 Collecting and depositing funds 

 Financial reports  

 Paying bills  

 Maintaining receipts  

 Budgets  

 Filing taxes  

Secretary  

The Secretary is primarily responsible for:  

 Recording minutes at meetings  

 Maintaining business records  

 Club mailings  

 Writing letters  

 Sending gifts  
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In addition to the executive board, we have several other board positions: 

 

Fundraising Chair: 

 Coordinates, leads, and runs fundraisers 

 Motivates wrestlers and their families to participate in and excel in our fundraisers 

 

Banquet Chair: 

 Coordinates our end of the year party, and manages volunteers for the event 

 

Class representatives/”team mom/dad” 

 Assists in coordinating/hosting team events and socials, as well as any other roles that need to 

be filled 

 

Other volunteer/parent help needed: 

 Make phone calls for rsvps to meetings and events 

 Pictures 

 Graphic design 

 Hosting parties/team events 

 

***NOTE: if you are a parent/guardian of a wrestler, YOU ARE IN THE BOOSTER CLUB!  “Booster club” 

is simply a fancy word for “parent organization.”  Even if you are not on the executive board or filling 

in one of the spots above, you have a special role to play!  Many hands make the load light.  This is a 

family endeavor: when your athlete joined the wrestling team, so did you!  We cannot do it without 

you, so find a place to contribute and jump in. 

 

2016-2017 Board Members  

President: Matt McDonald 

Vice President: Stephen Davidson 

Treasurer: Julie Herrera 

Secretarty: Marjan Khanjan and Jennifer Spencer 

Open positions: banquet coordinator, fundraising chair, team mom/dad 

Mailing Address: 

P.O Box 2275 

Mission Viejo, CA 92690
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Coaching Staff  

Kevin Hall 

 

 Graduated from Vista High School in 2005 

 State qualifier 

 Wrestled for Lassen Community College 

 In his fifth year coaching for Big Kat Wrestling 

 Entrepreneur and personnel recruiter for engineering firms 

 

Rich Bordner 

 

 South Coast League Coach of the Year in 2012; Seaview League coach of the year 2016 

 Eighth year at the helm of Capo Wrestling; started BKWC seven years ago  

 Previous coaching experience includes a two year stint as assistant coach at Dominguez High School in 

Compton, and one year as head freshman coach at Dublin Coffman high school in Columbus, Ohio   

 Competitive career spanned 15 years   

 Placed third in the state at Jefferson City High School in Jefferson City, Missouri  

 Wrestled for Ohio State for five years, lettering twice   

 Graduated Magna Cum Laude from OSU with degrees in English and Philosophy  

 Master’s degree in Philosophy from Biola University 

 Lives in Mission Viejo with his wife Ezichi, and their daughters, Amara, who was born June 2011, and Zara, 

born in June 2014 

http://bigkatwrestlingdotcom.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/rassle.jpg
http://capovalleywrestling.com/coaching-staff/enp5822-x2/
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Other coaches on staff: 

 Joe Petronis 

 Michael Yu 

 Reza Khanjan 

 Christian Hauser 

 

***If you would like to help out, let us know!  We are always looking for some good men to step onto 

the mat and help coach.  Need not have much experience wrestling. 
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Practice Policies  

The following norms are to inform parents and wrestlers of the coach’s policies regarding practice. 

These policies are designed to provide the best possible practice environment for all.  

The bottom line: set a good example. Work hard. Be your own best coach. Respect leaders and coaches. 

Don’t let your teammates down. 

Be on time: Actually, be early, with proper gear on and shoes laced up before start time. 

Be a responsible student-athlete: take care of homework and academic needs outside of practice time. 

Be a worker: no talking while drilling. 

Be respectful: when a coach, guest, or team captain is talking, you are not. Stop what you are doing, 

focus and give your complete attention to the speaker, even if injured. 

Be aware: of your surroundings while wrestling. 

Be a ready teammate: always dress out and wear proper footwear (ie, wrestling shoes). 

Be fully present: no phones or game consoles allowed, period. 

 

Our training time is our masterpiece. 

 

 

 

Injury Protocol 

 Risk is inherent in any sport. Wrestling is no different. 

 Note there is a difference between soreness and an injury. Soreness is an unavoidable part of 

the sport, and as in all sports, wrestlers are expected to keep going in practice, lift, and 

conditioning through soreness and discomfort. 

 For injuries, go see a doctor for further examination and treatment. Please schedule such 

appointments in a timely manner, and follow his/her instructions. 

 In case of serious injury, we will follow 911 protocol and notify you immediately. It is therefore 

imperative that we have correct contact information on file for you, contact info that will allow 

us to get a hold of you quickly and efficiently if need be. 

 For concussions, wrestlers are not allowed to return to activity until certain protocol measures 

have been met.  Follow Dr. instructions, and bring a Dr. note clearing you for training before 

returning to the mat. 

 For all injuries, obtain proper Dr. note and documentation for coach. 
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Skin Infections 

There are three broad types of skin infection: fungal (tinea), viral, and bacterial (staph). Like injury, there 

is a risk for skin infection in all contact sports, but you can minimize the risk for your wrestler and for the 

whole team by taking these steps: 

 Shower quickly. This is important! The longer you take to shower, the greater the risk.  

 Scrub with a loofa, use soap. We have several skin-infection fighting items for sale through our 

gear order, including soap for showering 

 Do not share towels 

 Use a disinfecting wipe as soon as practice is done, prior to showering. We have some available 

for purchase through our gear order, and we also have wipes in the wrestling room 

 Use a disinfecting wipe after every match in competition. Many infections are picked up at 

tournaments. 

 Wash clothes in hot water 

 Wash shoes and kneepads too 

 Disinfect headgear often 

 Wash inside of gear bag with disinfectant 

 If your athlete has something on his body that appears infected, have him tell coach. Coach and 

trainer will examine. If there is an infection, s/he will not be allowed to be in physical contact 

with other wrestlers until the infection is no longer contagious. Certain instances will require a 

Dr. visit so you can obtain proper medication.  

***NOTE: coaching staff mops mats every day (sometimes 2x per day) with professional strength 

disinfectant, and we examine the wrestlers regularly, but it takes everyone to stay on top of this. 

 

Equipment Requirements  

 Every wrestler will receive a rash guard, fight shorts, and a hoodie. If families purchase the gear 

they may keep it. Otherwise it must be returned in good condition at the end of the year. Other 

gear available for purchase online or via the gear order form. Must be submitted and paid for by 

the deadline. 

 Other required: wrestling shoes, skin infection prevention items, cleatskins, and, if you have 

braces, a double mouthpiece. All can be purchased at WrestlingMart in Irvine. 

 Place your gear order by the deadline. Those who order after deadline will still receive a team 

uniform, but other gear will be unavailable for purchase. 
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Competitions 

 Wrestling is a winter sport, but there is training and competition going on year-round for those 

who want to go far in the sport. 

 Our winter season starts in November with 3 day-a-week practices, with comps Dec-Feb. 

 Wrestlers compete against others close to his/her own weight. 

 Tournaments: For tournaments, your wrestler is put in a bracket (think: NCAA basketball 

tournament bracket) with the other wrestlers relatively close to his/her weight, and they 

compete to eliminate each other throughout the day.  Your wrestler can earn a medal for 

placing in the top of his bracket. Most tournaments award the top 3 or 4. 

 Most tournaments are double elimination: if your wrestler loses once, s/he cannot place first or 

second, but he still competes to place in the other slots.  Usually, after s/he loses twice, s/he is 

eliminated.  There are exceptions to this. 

 For tournaments, you might be waiting a while until your wrestler competes.  Come prepared!  

Bring a soft seat, and something to do.   

 For all regular season tournaments, wrestlers are “pooled” into weights. This means there are 

no established weight classes. Rather, wrestlers relatively close in weight are grouped together. 

For one tournament, your wrestler might be at the bottom of a weight class. For the next 

tournament, s/he might be grouped at the top of a weight class. It all depends on who shows 

up. 

 For all state tournament series competitions, there are weight classes, and wrestlers must make 

the weight they are slotted to compete at.  Those who do not make weight might not get to 

wrestle at that tournament. By and large, the wrestler him/herself decides what weight to 

compete at, but once that has been established and communicated, s/he must make that 

weight. 

 Tournament cost: for most regular season tournaments, the cost is $10-$15 per division 

entered. For post season tournaments or bigger tournaments, the fee can be greater. 
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Off-Season Competitions 

 For those who are not participating in spring or fall sports, there is training and further 

competition available. 

 The spring season runs March Through early June.  On most Saturdays, there is either a 

tournament or a scrimmage. 

 In spring, we have a spring session, usually beginning in May, and a summer session in mid June-

mid July. 

 Exact practice schedule for spring and summer will be released in February.  

 For tournaments, like in the winter, weigh ins are early in the morning prior to the start of the 

tournament, the tournament begins at 9 or 9:30am, and runs until early or mid-afternoon, 

between 1-4pm. 

 Tournaments in the spring and fall are on an individual basis (though there will be a coach at 

most of the tournaments), are more informal/unstructured than winter tournaments, and are 

for the sole purpose of mat time.  There are no weight classes; wrestlers are pooled together 

with those who are close to them in weight, but there are no strict boundaries weight-wise. 

 Wrestlers may wear their own singlet, or a t shirt and shorts for these competitions. 

 Tournament cost: there is a fee for spring tournaments, usually $10-$15 per tournament. 

 Competing is encouraged.  Summer and spring wrestlers make winter champions.  This is all so 

that your wrestler can get more mat time and hence improve his/her skills.   

 There is also an opportunity for wrestlers to compete in the Olympic Games styles of wrestling—

Freestyle and Greco-Roman: still wrestling, but slightly different rules and scoring. 
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Things you, as a parent, can do during and after competitions:  

 Tell him/her how great s/he did! The coaching staff will be sure to discuss strategy with them. 

You need to tell him/her how proud you are and what a great job he/she did.  

 Take him/her back to the rest area and relax.   

 This is another good time to check out the bathrooms, get a drink or something light to eat. Be 

smart with food! Hot dogs/pizza, etc, are not advised for wrestlers.   

 The wrestler now waits until his/her next match is called and starts the procedure again.  

 Support and cheer on the other wrestlers on the team!  We are a team, and no man is an island. 

 
 

What to Take to a Meet  

 Required gear: warm up, singlet, wrestling shoes, headgear. 

 A change of clothes. 

 Shower material. 

 A towel. 

 SCHOOL WORK. There is a lot of down time. 

 Healthy food and drink for between matches. No junk! 

 Something to sit/sleep on. 

 Other things to pass the in between time: a book, games, etc 

 For parents, bring money for the entrance fee, something comfortable to sit on, and 

something to pass the down time with.  Also, bring your sense of humor, and a healthy dose 

of patience: wrestling tournaments do not conform to a 100% set schedule. 
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Fundraising and Donations 

The Big Kat Wrestling Club is a non-profit organization. We raise our own funds to run the team. 

Registration fees cover a portion of our budget, but it is imperative that *every* family contributes 

in some way financially and volunteer-wise. Otherwise, we will not be able to provide the best 

experience possible for our sons and daughters.  

Currently, we have a sponsorship program to raise funds that come with incentives to the 

businesses/people that sponsor. We might plan an ancillary fundraiser in the future as well. See our 

sponsorship packet in the appendices in the back of this packet for more info. We ask that every 

family secure two sponsorships to help grow the program. 

We understand that families are in different spots economically.  At the same time, find some way 

to contribute. If it is a $10 sponsorship, that’s great!  Many hands make the load light. Your 

son/daughter will not be treated or coached differently based upon your financial contribution. This 

is all for a good cause and we are all in this together. 
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Parent Responsibilities  

Big Kat Wrestling is a family organization- when your athlete joined the team, so did you! Parent 

volunteers are what keep our team running. Parent volunteers serve on the board, run committees, 

work at meets, help fundraise, and get their wrestlers to practice on time. You are needed to keep 

our team healthy and functioning in an orderly, positive way.  

As a part of Big Kat Wrestling, a parent’s role is to:  

 Volunteer—each family must sign up for at least one role on the volunteer list 

 Stay informed- Check your email– we use email to notify parents of upcoming meetings, 

changes in practice times, etc. It is important that we have an accurate email address for 

you. Add your phone number to our SMS text messaging system so we can get updates to 

you quickly: text @bigka to 81010 to add your number to the list. 

 Attend scheduled parent meetings; your input is valuable and necessary to a healthy, 

thriving team.  

  Donate as you are able.  

 Support your child’s coach and the team with a positive attitude.  If there is a problem, 

please discuss it with the coach first, at an appropriate time.  

 Support your wrestler! Say often, “I enjoy watching you compete.” 

 Be an advocate for our youth program. Give out our youth club info to at least 10 people. 

Big Kat Wrestling highly encourages the following parental behavior:  

 Open communication between parents, wrestlers, and coaches, emphasizing goal-setting 

and focusing on the performance expectations of both the wrestler and the parents.  

 Meeting with the coaches/wrestlers/parents during normal operating hours to discuss 

issues.  

 Positive reinforcement of all wrestlers in all situations - team spirit, team loyalty.  

 Parental involvement on the Executive Board and in organizing and running of meets and 

other team events. 

 

 

Big Kat Wrestling will not tolerate the following behavior from parents:  

 Interrupting or confronting the coaching staff during practice or meets  

 Abusive language towards coaches, wrestlers, parents, officials or your own children  

 Any behavior that brings discredit or disruption to our wrestlers and our organization  

 Always remember that Coaches coach, wrestlers wrestle, and parents parent  

 Do not coach from the stands. It can confuse the wrestlers and distract their attention. 

Cheering—loudly—on the other hand, is highly encouraged 

 Refrain from the participating in the “rumor mill” in the stands. Key information usually gets 

left out, and the rumor mill takes focus and energy away from where it needs to be 
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What is appropriate to discuss with a coach: 

 The safety of your athlete or others on the team 

 Medical concerns 

 Inappropriate behavior of a team member or staff member 

 Scheduling conflicts 

 How to help out 

 

What is inappropriate to discuss with a coach: 

 Playing time—that is in your hands anyway 

 Coaching strategy 

 Coach’s philosophy 

 Moves coaches teach and call during competition 

 

How to communicate with a coach: 

 Via email 

 If by phone/in person, at least 24 hours after a competition. Arrange an appropriate time 

first 

 Not in front of wrestlers 

 

Other: 

 When it comes to observing practice, you may, but within limits. We want you to be 

comfortable with your athlete’s safety and our program, but we have limited space in the 

room, and we want wrestlers to be 100% focused on their attitude and effort, as well as the 

team, in a practice. Remove any footwear when stepping on the mat.  Keep these things in 

mind when observing practice. In addition, for certain practices, be aware that coaches may 

ask all parents to remain out of the room, for space and focus reasons. If/when this request, 

please respect it. 
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Communications  

 Email list: an updated list will be sent out via email. We send out announcements 

approximately 1-2x per week. 

 Phone list: each parent will get a copy for carpool, etc, purposes, so if you want your 

number redacted from the list, let us know. 

 SMS Texting: we use remind.com, a one-way secure service built for educators. It is free to 

sign up. Simply text @bigka to 81010 to have your number added to the list, and follow the 

prompts. 

 Facebook: we have a Facebook fan page: www.facebook.com/bigkatwrestling. 

 Website: www.bigkatwrestling.com 

 Instagram: @bigkatwrestling 

 Twitter: @bigkatwrestling 

 Youtube channel: search “big kat wrestling” in youtube 

 

 Our email: bigkatwrestlingclub@gmail.com.  Coach Bordner’s phone number: 949-307-4390 

 

Problems with the Coaching Staff  

Listed below are some guidelines for parents when raising concerns about the coach’s policies or 

coaching philosophy:  

 Try to keep foremost in your mind that you and the coach have the best interests of your 

athlete at heart. 

 Keep in mind that the coach must balance your perspective of what is best for your athlete 

with the needs of the team or a training group.  

 Discuss the matter with the coach in particular, whether it’s the head coach or the assistant 

coach.  

 If another parent uses you as a sounding board for complaints about the coach’s 

performance or policies, encourage the other parent to speak directly to the coach. That is 

the best way to resolve the problem.   
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Big Kat Wrestling 2016-2017 Sponsorship Program 

 

Dear Merchant:  

 

Thank you for your interest in supporting the Big Kat Youth Wresting Program. Your generous 

contribution helps maintain the excellence of our program and allows us to offer an excellent 

program for K-8 grade youth. 

 

We are planning for our upcoming wrestling season and we want to extend our offer to you to 

become an active sponsor of our competitive Big Kat team.  We are going into our fifth year as a 

club, and have built and expanded each year.  Not only do we shape youth’s athletic abilities, but 

we also shape their character. It is our goal to send student athletes on to high school who go on to 

not only be successful on the mat, but off it as well.  

 

Please consider sponsoring our team. We truly appreciate what your contribution does to benefit 

our student athletes and we look forward to the opportunity of promoting your business. We offer 

a variety of sponsorship options which are detailed in the packet. All net profits will directly 

benefit the program and will be used to pay for equipment, uniforms, tournament fees, and the 

upcoming season. Since we will be encouraging fans and athletes alike to support your business, 

we believe this relationship is a win-win that you will benefit from. Please review the attached Ad 

Application Form for specifications, and please make checks payable to: Big Kat Wrestling Club. 

It is our belief that you will be pleased to be affiliated with our team! 

  

Please contact us by phone at 949-307-4390, or e-mail at bigkatwrestlingclub@gmail.com if you 

have any questions.  

 

Thank you for your support!  

 

Yours in Education,  

 

 

 

Kevin Hall        Matt McDonald 

Rich Bordner         BKWC Booster President 
Big Kat Head Coaches 
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Big Kat Wrestling Booster Club 

PO Box 2275 

Mission Viejo, CA 92690 

 

Sponsorship Packages 

All sponsors receive  

 a “sponsor shout out” on our Facebook fan page 

 thank you note and receipt as proof of donation 

 

In addition, we offer the following packages: 

Black sponsorship package: sponsorships of $50-$150 

 Big Kat Wrestling T-shirt 

Yellow sponsorship package: sponsorships of $151-$350 

 Big Kat Wrestling T-shirt 

 Team picture plaque, with engraved thank you placard 

Gold sponsorship package: sponsorships of $351-$500 

 Big Kat Wrestling T-shirt 

 Team picture plaque, with engraved thank you placard 

 2 tickets to one Capo Valley High School Wrestling home dual meet 

 business card size logo/text placement on the back of our state tournament team shirts 

Platinum sponsorship package: sponsorships of $600 and above 

 Big Kat Wrestling T-shirt 

 Team picture plaque, with engraved thank you placard 

 2 tickets to all Capo Valley High School Wrestling home dual meets 

 business card size logo/text placement on the back of our state tournament team shirts 

 Manager photo opportunity with team during team picture night.  Picture framed and given 

to manager/business 

Thank you for your continued support of the Big Kat Wrestling program. 

 

Rich Bordner and Kevin Hall    Matt McDonald 

Big Kat Coaches     BKWC Booster President 
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Advertising Application Form 

Big Kat Youth Wrestling 2016-17 

 

Business/Organization:____________________________________________________ 

Contact Person: _____________________________Telephone:____________________ 

Address:________________________________________________________________ 

E-mail:_________________________________________________________________ 

Signature:_________________________________________Date:__________________ 

Athlete Name (if applicable):________________________________________________ 

Please the appropriate sponsor category: 

Category    Exact Amount 

 

____Black: $50-$150   ________     

____Yellow: $151-$350  ________ 

____Gold: $351-$500   ________ 

____Platinum: $600 and above ________ 

____ Other:     _________ 

Please mail this completed form, and check payable to “Big Kat Wrestling Club” to 

Big Kat Wrestling Club/P.O. Box 2275/Mission Viejo, CA 92690. 

 

Promotional business artwork for Tshirt should be submitted electronically in pdf, 

jpg, tiff, eps, psd, ai or other suitable graphic file formats. 150 dpi minimum, 300 

dpi preferred at actual size to Rich Bordner at bigkatwrestlingclub@gmail.com.  

Otherwise you may mail a business card or graphic to the above address. 

 Items noted above are due by Dec 15, 2016 no exceptions 

 

Questions and comments may be directed to Coach Rich Bordner at 

bkwc@bigkatwrestling.com. 

 

Big Kat Wrestling Tax ID#:  46-2566687 

BKWC is a 501c3 organization and thus your contribution may be tax deductible. 

Consultation with a tax accountant is recommended. 


